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ABSTRACT
My thesis film, “Alive”, is a 30-minute short action fiction film. It’s about a
former police sketch artist who got engaged to his girlfriend just before they
were involved in a sudden auto accident. During his search for the driver, the
police artist discovers that the accident was actually a deliberate act. The film
deals with is the issues of forgiveness and guilt.
The film was shot with a Canon C300 and a Steadicam, sound-mixed with 5.1
surrounding stereo sound technology.
In this essay, I will describe my experience with the entire process, from
production at the very beginning, when I got the initial idea of this film, to the
end, when I processed what I learned from the premiere screening.
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1INTRODUCTION
My thesis film, “Alive,” lasted the length of one-and-a-half years, from
preproduction in June 2012 to its premiere RIT screening in December 2013,
during my study in the Master of Fine Arts production major at the School of
Film and Animation at the Rochester Institute of Technology. I had the pleasure
to have my thesis committee members, Professor Malcolm Spaull, Professor
Peter Kiwitt, and Professor David Sluberski, advising my film project, and had
Professor Tom Gasek as my respondent at the screening. The film deals with
themes of guilt and forgiveness, and how these feelings can prevent us from
being “Alive.” It also connects to my lifelong study of meditation, so I wanted to
shoot a film that expressed my thoughts regarding that area while I explored it
in more depth. In the production, I wished to improve my skills in the areas of
directing and production of an action film with night scenes. To me, it was a
valuable experience to experiment with a genre of film, which was new to me,
and to produce a short film with a large crew.
2THE STORY
1. Premise
It is about guilt and forgiveness, and how these feelings can prevent us from
being truly “Alive.”
A former police sketch artist, Chen Chi, just got engaged to his girlfriend,
Wang Lin, and then encountered a car accident. Chen Chi was searching for the
attacking driver when he discovered the truth behind the fact. Chen Chi had been
suffering from the guilt of sending an innocent man, Wang Yixin, to his death
because of a sketch he made which was falsely identified, eventually leading, at
least in Chen Chi’s mind, to Wang’s death. However, Chen found the attacker to
be Wang Yixin‘s son, and Wang Lin is Wang Yixin’s daughter. Wang Lin protected
Chen Chi and forgave him for causing the death of her father by pushing him out
of the way of the her brother’s speeding car. To some extent, the brother also
forgave Chen Chi by not finishing him off in a fight, because he understood that
Chen Chi had truly fallen in love with his sister, Wang Lin.
2. Treatment of story
Chen Chi was acquitted after Wang Yixin’s case. One day, the police
supervisor, Guo Sir, invited him to contribute advice regarding a suspect’s profile
sketches.
3Another day, Guo Sir visited Chen Chi’s teahouse unannounced and
persuaded Chen Chi to come back to the police department to continue his job as
a police sketch artist. Guo Sir suggested that Chen Chi try to forget his past faults
in Wang Yixin’s case, pointing out that there was no responsibility for Wang
Yixin’s death in the case, because there was nothing wrong with their procedure.
However, Chen Chi could not stop thinking that he had mistaken the materials
and had seen Wang Yixin’s photo before he sketched. Coincidentally, he was later
asked to help sketch for Wang Yixin’s case. Guo Sir indicated that of all the
evidence pointed toward Wang Yixin, even without Chen Chi’s sketch. However,
Chen Chi still suffered from his pain of guilt in the case. Now, his only wish is to
take care of his life with his teahouse and his girlfriend, Wang Lin.
Chen Chi proposed to Wang Lin. Wang Lin was hesitant to accept it, but
finally consented to consider it by taking Chen Chi’s engagement ring.
After sending Wang Lin home, Chen Chi returned to his own home. He could
not stop missing Wang Lin, so he called her, but she did not answer her phone.
Chen Chi started to look for Wang Lin and found her walking down the street
with luggage. He called her, and she came over, trying to explain something to
him. She saw a rapidly approaching car and she pushed him away to safety. The
car hit Wang Lin and sped away. Chen Chi studied the car and the driver’s profile
for an instant.
In the hospital, bandaged and splinted due to a bad sprain, Chen Chi stayed
by Wang Lin’s side, watching her as she lay in a comatose condition. Police
4officer Guo Sir asked Chen Chi about the plate number and the details of the car
that hit his fiancée, and stated that he would call him when they had any clues.
Chen Chi tried to sketch the hit-and-run driver from memory while waiting
outside the police department. Guo Sir and his detachment set out. Chen Chi
followed their cars in his own vehicle.
Arriving at the suspect’s place, Guo Sir and the other officers stormed into
the house. Chen Chi ran after the suspect, who slipped from the backyard, and
shouted out for the police. They captured the suspect, and found the car that had
hit Wang Lin, also discovering that it had a false license plate. Guo Sir could not
spare enough additional manpower to track Chen Chi’s case, but promised that
he would keep an eye on it.
Back home, Chen Chi unwrapped his bandage and began to sketch the
suspect’s profile. His arm had not yet recovered completely, indicated by the
grimace on his face.
After suffering from a nightmare of Wang Yixin being hit by the car, Chen Chi
fell out of his bed and woke suddenly. He drove to the community CCTV
operation room near the street where Wang Lin was hit, and found a copy of the
security surveillance tape from that day.
Chen Chi watched the CCTV tape very carefully, and tried to remember the
hit-and-run driver’s face. While browsing the scenes, he suddenly saw that, from
another angle of the CCTV camera, it was Wang Lin who pushed him away at the
very moment when the car roared up to them.
5Chen Chi tried to recall the day before Wang Lin got hit by the car. Suddenly,
the moment of car accident passed through his mind, reminding him of Wang
Lin’s hand with her engagement ring on it just before both of them fell to the
ground.
He arrived at the hospital to find that Wang Lin was still in a coma. He sat
beside her and talked to her. Suddenly, she started breathing hard and was taken
to the emergency room.
Outside the emergency room, Chen Chi clumsily bumped into Wang Lin’s
purse and heard her phone ring, with a message from a caller identified as K. He
saw from the phone’s message log that this K had called Wang Lin several times.
Chen Chi called the number back and heard a resonant ringtone from
somewhere in the waiting room close by. A man in black stared at him and
strode away.
Chen Chi ran after the man through streets and alleyways, finally getting
struck by the man at a dead end corner. They started to fight viciously. Chen Chi
questioned the man as to who he was and why he had sat in the emergency room.
After persistent interrogation, Chen Chi realized that the man was Wang Lin’s
brother and their father was Wang Yixin. Wang Lin came after Chen for revenge,
but could not continue when she found herself falling in love with Chen Chi. She
called her brother and told him that she would no longer deceive Chen Chi.
When her brother came to find her, and saw them talking together, he wanted to
beat Chi to death. However, he regretted that he had hit his sister and he blamed
6it on Chen Chi. He shouted that her sister would not forgive Chen Chi. At this
point in the fight, both of them were badly bleeding. Chen Chi was beaten half-
conscious, but was able to state that he loved Wang Lin. The man in black was
about to give a fatal punch to Chen Chi, but had a change of heart and did not
finish him off.
After the fight, Chen Chi came to see Wang Lin and put his face onto her hand.
The film ended with Wang Lin’s eyes starting to move, indicating that she was
returning to consciousness and thus recovering from having been in a coma.
3. Reason to Shoot the Film
In the past, I regretted many events in my life. I suffered constant pain of
regret regarding different people, especially from my parents. In fact, my parents
had already forgiven me, but for years, I still could not relieve myself from my
own guilt.
After careful consideration, I challenged myself to create a story concerning
the bond of forgiveness. For the first version of the draft, I wrote a story about a
love triangle. Chen Chi proposed to Wang Lin, and then a hit-and-run accident
occurred. Wang Lin was hit by a car and sent to the hospital. While searching for
the hit-and-run driver, Chen Chi found him, and realized that the driver was
Wang Lin’s secret lover but was refused by Wang Lin before the car accident.
The driver planned to hit Chen Chi for revenge. Surprisingly, Wang Lin saved
Chen Chi’s life.
7I changed the second version of the story to write about a relationship with
the bonds of familial affection and lovers’ affection. I set up a situation to
indicate that the main character could not forgive himself and was suffering
from that guilt. The relationship of all of the characters set in the story had to be
very close, and all of them had to be involved as either the forgiver or the
forgiven.
In the process of writing the script, I tried to find a solution to release the
main character, Chen Chi, from his guilt and allow him to forgive his own past.
To that extent, the process of writing my script was also a process of thinking
about how to forgive myself from some of my past exploits that I could not set
right.
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Production and Hardship
Pre-production
Script
My film was shot in Beijing, China, where I was born and spent my childhood.
I shoot it from December to January, in order that my friends from USC and RIT
could help me while they were on Christmas break. They were professional
videographers, sound mixers, and art and stage designers. We studied in the top
schools in America, and shared the same knowledge of production and the same
film language, which made communication easier.
In pre-production, I spent too much time on my script—much more than I
had expected. I revised my script for quite a while.
In the beginning of my writing process, my story was a love triangle with a
criminal and government-corruption atmosphere. A fashionably-dressed couple,
Chen Chi and Wang Lin, came out from a restaurant and crossed the street. A car
hit Wang Lin and sped away. Chen Chi studied the car for an instant and
memorized its features. Wang Lin fell to the ground and lost consciousness. Chen
Chi described the car to the policeman and tried to sketch it. He went with the
officers to look at a possible suspect car and discovered that the car had a false
license plate. The police could not spare more manpower for this case, because it
was getting too complex and needed too many personnel. Chen decided to find
9the car himself. When he found the car and its owner, he remembered that
before he and his lover went into the restaurant, the car’s owner, Joe, begged Lin
to leave Chen, but Lin refused and split up with him. Thus, Joe had planned to hit
Chen for revenge, but it turned out that Lin protected Chen with her body and
was herself hit by the car instead.
This story structure is definitely more strict and satisfies a short film’s
requirements, because there are not too many complicated twists. However, it
goes against the themes that I would like to highlight—guilt and regret;
tolerance and forgiveness. Thus, I continued developing my script. I also decided
to spend more time reading and watching more films with themes of forgiveness,
tolerance and guilt.
In the Korean film, “The Reason to Live,” directed by Lee Jeong-hyang, a
female producer, Da-Hye, loses her fiancée in a hit-and-run accident and has
been trying, as a devout Catholic, to forgive the fifteen-year-old criminal by
praying to God. She even signs a petition to abolish the death penalty. Years later,
she still suffers from the pain of her losing her fiancée, whereas the victim lives
with forgiveness when she makes a documentary with the purpose of helping to
abolish the death penalty as requested by her Catholic church. She depends on
spiritual power, but she can’t truly forgive the victim’s deed. God is the refuge in
which she can find peace in her heart for a while. Thus, she is still suffering in the
swamp of guilt. Worse yet, that she begins to doubt her faith due to the victim’s
situation. The film may imply that people cannot rely on others to forgive you,
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and that we are the only ones who can forgive ourselves. However, it still does
not give a definite solution to the problem of tolerance.
In another Korean film named “Old Boy,” directed by Park Chan-wook, a
vengeful captor, Lee Woo-jin, kidnapped and imprisoned a man, Oh Dae-Su, who
caused Lee’s sister’s suicide, because Oh Dae-Su unintentionally spread the
rumor that Lee Woo-jin raped Lee’s sister, and leaving her to live in great shame.
The captor set Oh onto a path of pain and made him suffer in torment. When Lee
finally exacted revenge on Oh, he realized that nothing could take his pain away,
so he fired his gun into his own head in an elevator.
This film is a good example of a revenge story from the perspective of the
person desiring revenge. The person tries to set up the scheme to let the “sinner”
suffer the same pain as his own, but it finally turns out that he is not satisfied,
and instead, creates an empty feeling of unhappiness, which leads to his suicide
for complete relief. The person becomes psychopathic. He imprisons the “sinner”
for years and hurts the sinner’s family members. The person desiring revenge,
Lee Wu-jin, is a good example for Wang Lin’s brother in my story. In order for
Wang Lin’s brother to start to live a new life for himself instead of for his father,
he needs to get free from his hatred and vengeance.
A Japanese detective novel, “Confessions,” written by Kanae Minato, is also a
story from the perspective of a wronged individual. Moriguchi is a middle-school
teacher. She often brings her daughter to her school while working. One day, her
daughter was found dead in the swimming pool, which resulted in high tension
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throughout the entire school. Moriguchi resigned after this accident. She did not
involve the police for an investigation, but announced her plan of revenge in the
school’s academic closing ceremony, because Japanese law stipulated that a
juvenile crime offender would not be punished under the age of fourteen. Her
plan was that she had already put blood containing the HIV virus (human
immunodeficiency virus) into the lunchtime drinks of the two students who had
killed her daughter, which planted fear in the heart of the students.
This is the same approach as used in the Korean film “Old Boy,” directed by
Park Chan-wook: the wronged person planned a scheme to exact revenge on the
“criminals” psychologically, and tried to make them suffer as much, and the
“criminal” did not know who the avenger was or what were his motives for
torturing and imprisoning the “criminal” for years. He searched for the avenger
with a heart of hatred and revenge as well. However, it ended up with an
unsatisfying ending for the avenger. In terms of behavior and psychology of the
avengers, both “Confessions” and “Old Boy” inspired me with the concept that
the avengers will not just hide in the darkness to the end. They definitely will
show up in different ways when they can no longer bear their hatred. Thus, in
my short film, I do not allow Chen Chi to quickly reach the truth. Of course, he’s
trying desperately to find the hit-and-run driver. Instead, I let the avenger—
Wang Lin’s brother—show up at the proper time. Giving him and Chen a brutal
fight in which they each revealing the truth behind the car crash will be much
closer to the avengers’ psychology.
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In the book “Atonement,” written by Ian McEwan, the thirteen-year-old
Briony Tallis has a very rich imagination, as well as a talent for writing. The
butler's son, Robbie, receives financial support from Briony’s father and goes to
college with one of Briony’s sisters, Cecilia, graduating from the University of
Cambridge. They fall in love with each other. On a hot summer day, Briony
encounters Cecilia taking off her clothes and jumping into the pond to pick up a
vase fragment in front of Robbie. That same day, Briony's cousin’s sister is raped;
Briony accuses Robbie of being the culprit. Robbie is arrested and put into
prison. Cecilia believes he is innocent; she detaches herself from any relationship
with her family and keeps loving Robbie. Five years later, Robbie is released
from prison and later enlists as a soldier during World War II to defend the
country. Cecilia also enlists in the army, and Briony becomes military medical
staff. Throughout the war, Briony becomes more aware of her past error that
tore Robbie and Cecilia apart, and wants to atone for that error. Learning that
both Robbie and Cecilia died in the war, Briony lives in deep remorse and spends
the rest of her life atoning for her sin and writing a novel about their love story.
From the story, Briony creates a way to relieve of the pain of guilt in a negative
way, which actually leaves her living in a shadow of shame and guilt. She cannot
obtain the deceased’s forgiveness, so writing is the only way that makes her feel
better.
People have different ways to make their confessions. From my reading,
people who wish to atone to the dead that is through confession, by means of
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writing, drawing pictures, or talking to others.
Mike, the protagonist in “Reader,” written by Bernhard Schlink, doesn't know
how to face his ex-lover Hanna, so he does not meet her in prison, but instead,
sends her some reading material. Hanna suffers from his indifference and
commits suicide in prison. Hearing this, Mike can’t relieve himself from guilt, so
brings his estranged daughter to Hanna’s grave site. He tells the story of his and
Hanna’s confession. In the book, he says:
“I wanted simultaneously to understand Hanna's crime and to
condemn it, but it was too terrible for that. When I tried to
understand it, I had the feeling I was failing to condemn it as it
must be condemned. When I condemned it as it must be
condemned, there was no room for understanding. But even as I
wanted to understand Hanna, failing to understand her meant
betraying her all over again. I could not resolve this. I wanted to
pose myself both tasks—understanding and condemnation. But it
was impossible to do both.” (1)
This seems the very mentality that the people will choose: to understand
themselves or suffer condemnation, depending on their attitude and mental
status. It is a good point that understanding yourself is the key to freedom from
the inability to forgive yourself. At least you can make a positive way to live your
own life, instead of holding onto guilt. We may find a way to both atone for the
past and improve ourselves in order to live a better life.
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The American television political drama, “The Good Wife,” describes a
politician’s wife ending her “housewife” life to go back to work as a defense
attorney after her husband is arrested for his sexual and political scandals. The
story focuses on how she is trying to relieve her pain from the past and move on
to the future while struggling with her pain. However, I focus more on the wife’s
husband: how he rebuilds his career after his arrest and how he overcomes the
past. In the drama, the husband tries to confess to his wife and family and
improve himself to fulfill his wife and family’s needs. He tries different ways:
accompanying his wife to political occasions, helping her career, improving his
political campaign and building a better reputation, and even resorts to religion.
To that extent, he’s confessing and trying to understand himself, and devoting
himself to better things to make up for the wounds he caused from his past.
So far the reading and the films make me think that they seem to move on
“enthusiastically,” but they actually did not have the courage to let their lives
move on. They want to show their knowledge, their religious conversion, or their
efforts to show a brave face to the public, but they still live in a world of pain and
hurt.
Hendrik Willem Van Loon’s “Tolerance” says:
“The struggle for tolerance is part of the age-old
conflict between “organized society” which
places the continued safety of the “group”
ahead of all other considerations and those
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private citizens of unusual intelligence or
energy who hold that such improvement as the
world has thus far experienced was invariably
due to the efforts of the individual and not due
to the efforts of the mass (which by its very
nature is distrustful of all innovations) and that
therefore the rights of the individual are far
more important than those of the mass.” (2)
This definition lies in a cultural background. It presents another concept of
tolerance and forgiveness in my script: that people will consider the public’s
comments erroneously. In my script, I conceived the idea that Chen Chi does not
get the wrong idea from a public sense of shame, but from his one-time bad
sketching.
I’m still trying to figure out the main character, just as Da-Hye in “The Reason
to Live,” and the husband in the “Good Wife,” by providing a positive way to
overcome the unforgivable past. Derrida stated: “forgiveness forgives the
unforgivable...” (3). True tolerance will break the original extent of forgiveness,
and love is an eternal theme and the only solution to this. I Corinthians 13:4-8, in
the Christian Bible, states: “Love is patient, love is kind. It does not envy, it does
not boast, it is not proud... it keeps no record of wrongs. Love does not delight in
evil but rejoices with the truth... Love never fails.” So the love is a true love,
instead of a disguised “love” that is self-satisfying, like narcissism. Only love can
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surpass the tolerance of our psychological domain, allowing us to rebuild for
ourselves a bigger world and allow ourselves to move on.
I put all these thoughts into revision of my script. While writing, I clearly
chose to let my hero forgive himself for his past and get back on the right track of
his life as a result of his love for Wang Lin. I insist on love as the theme of my
story and take it as the key to forgiveness, and give the key to three of the
characters: Chen Chi, Wang Lin, and Wang Lin’s brother. I give a series of set-up
plots in the very beginning of my script that Chen Chi cannot forgive himself, and
give Chen Chi a story arc of psychological change from escaping his past to facing
his fear and pain.
I delayed one quarter for script revision, which led to a big adjustment of
most of my scheduled crew members because they were students from the USC
and RIT film schools, and they could only help me during their winter breaks.
The situation forced me to find potential crew members who shared the same
film knowledge so that we could speak the same film language to work on this
thesis film, but the reality was that few people had time outside their jobs to join
my team. As a result, I decided to recruit people who studied film in the US as the
core team crew. For the rest of the crew, I wanted to recruit people studying film
in China or who had organization-related ability or specific skills, such as art or
accounting, with whom to work.
I also gave myself a test in recruiting the entire team comprised of people
who spoke Chinese, English, or both. The reason for it is that China has lots of
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film crews working in English-speaking nations. In China, it is especially easy to
recruit specialized professional crew members from the US. Other nations
require Chinese people who specialize in stunt work or as stand-ins. An
experience in producing a film with a multi-lingual crew would be very helpful
toward my career development.
In my crew, I had twenty crew members. My videographer was from
California, selected from a lot of videographer demo reels. Five people are
studying film in the USA. They are from: Syracuse University, University of
Southern California, Parson School of Design, and Rochester Institute of
Technology. They are not only in charge of the position I assign to them, but they
also have to help to translate communication to the other crew members in their
own departments. I have four drivers, who are also responsible for the electrical
department.
Equipment
I originally considered using 5D Mark II or 5D Mark III to lower the cost.
However, I was really concerned about the camera’s weaknesses if I used them
with sliding or panning movements, because it would lead to motion blurs
during camera movement. However, my film needed to employ a lot of camera
movements, especially in the running scene and the acrobatic fighting scene, as
well as in the simpler dolly shots. Thus, I decided to use the Canon EOS C300
with Canon adaptive lenses overall. The 5D Mark III was adapted for use in
minor scenes, like a wide angle shot of the car accident in the CCTV scene.
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I also used a Steadicam, a slider dolly, Kinos, different kinds of gigs, 3k
lighting, 650 and all kinds of small lights, including LED light with cold and warm
color temperatures.
Location and Art
I had the script apply to any location. I finally chose Beijing, China as my
shooting location mainly because it could be set in my hometown and I wished
to shoot in a familiar place, and it will be a memorable achievement in the years
to come. To me, it’s very meaningful for my thesis film. Besides, Beijing is now
experiencing a big change, as houses and all kinds of buildings are being
demolished and relocated.
In the film, I gave more shots for running in the complicated alleys, similar to
where I lived for sixteen years. The fighting scene was shot in the front yard of
my living place in Qian Men, Beijing. The scene where Guo Sir captured the
suspect was only a ten-minute walk from Tiannamen Square near the Forbidden
City. To me, they will be definitely be a precious documentary and memory.
My basic concept of color for my film is yellow, blue and green, my favorite
color combination. It is a common color combination used for a lot of German
and Polish films, like “La Double Vie de Veronique,” directed by Krzysztof
Kieslowski. To me, this can make the film more realistic if I sharpen the overall
color. If I want a scene to look more imaginary, I can just add more yellow
saturation, like the scene in which Chen Chi proposes to Wang Lin.
Production
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I estimated three days for shooting and one day for make-up shots to cut
down my budget. However, I spent five complete days for production, which cost
me 1,000 US dollars more than planned, but was luckily within the budget.
I experienced some tough situations in my film production, including
shooting time, lighting in the demolition area of the opening ground near
Tiannamen Square at night, the fight scene continuity, drifting with the fighting
crew, and problems arising from having a Chinese and English-speaking crew.
In terms of directing, I would love to adopt a long shot. It’s like the shot often
used in films of Edward Yang and Federico Fellini. Compared with mix-ups of
different shots from different angles, a long shot can give a more realistic feeling
in the film. To me, the application of different shot angles may make it easier to
manipulate audiences’ emotions, but it seems that the editing or the camera
hinders the audience involvement with the plot. Continuity of pictures of actors’
movement without any cuts in the middle can provide a real world where the
viewer can have more sympathy with the actors without any camera-angle-
change’s interruption.
Long shots can display a real space, and can change the camera angle to shift
to a different area of that space. In Chen Chi’s proposal scene in my film, I use a
dolly to slide from the doorway to the living room where he made the proposal
to give the audience a real feeling of seeing the whole scene without any
interruption.
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I agree with Andre Bazin’s concept that audiences are more passive in the
movie and governed by the director’s logic and thoughts. In my short film, I wish
to practice my skill of directing and acting, and use the long shot to leave a bigger
space for the audience know more about the scene and the people in it. I will not
solely use long shots without montage shots, since I have to fully consider the
beat of the whole film.
I will illustrate the difficulties and the hardships in the “Hardship Conclusion
and Lessons” section later.
Post-production
My post-production editor is a graduate student from USC. My music
designer is from Columbia University, and my sound mixer and ADR team have
been working for China Film Group for years.
I had a problem with the post-production, in that my schedule changed and I
had to change a first-cut editor (assistant editor) and an editor for my film.
Finally, I had to get my post-production finished within two months, including
the draft cut. I also found that there was a problem with the data uploading. I’ve
tried different tools produced in the USA and China with cloud technique, but the
slowest uploading speed lasted up to three days. However, the editor whom I
finally found is pretty good overall, and the beat of the editing fits my taste; we
did not have to revise it too many times.
In terms of music and sound design, I gave the first cut of my music design to
two score designers: one from Peru, and another from University of
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Pennsylvania. I had marked the music style that I was looking for with the time
mark in the timeline, and also wrote down some reference music sources, so my
music designer would know exactly what kind of sound style that I wanted. I had
worked with the professional sound post-production, which did lot of films. We
spent one day for the entire film, and also did ADR. My sound mixing editor
helped me to adjust the film to a 5.1 soundtrack, which could adapt to a theater
with stereo ambiance sound.
In terms of the fighting scene, as I previously said, I wanted more long shots.
I wanted to distinguish my fighting scene with other Kung Fu films with regard
to a professional acrobatic crew. I am tired of films with mixed-up shots of the
fighting: close-ups of hands and legs or arms. I wanted to give the audience a
fighting scene worth seeing.
In the sound mixing, I wanted to apply more ADR skill to the film, because
there were fighting scenes and a lot of running scenes that needed more “drama”
beyond the real-life sound. In the view of music composition, I wanted strong
western/classic overtones, while trying to insert some element of Chinese
traditional music or traditional Chinese instrumental sound.
Screening and Reaction of the Audience
The screening, performances, cinematography, and color were all praised, as
well as the scene in which the girl refuses the proposal. On the other hand, there
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was a comment from the audience that we did not see enough of their
relationship before the accident. Regarding this part, I did revise it under my
script adviser and one of my committee member’s suggestions. However, either
my version of the story is so artificial, or I can’t bear the structure of the script
overall. I have tried Chen Chi and Wang Lin going out for a dinner or an
anniversary dinner in the very beginning of the film before the car accident
occurs, but there’s no relation between the dinner and Chen Chi and Wang Lin’s
relationship. The setup also seemed very abrupt in the script, so I tried my best
to set up the relationship in the proposal scene with a more romantic setup and
music composition in Chen Chi’s home. In this sense, the structure of the film will
feel tighter.
Also, an audience member recommended that the fight scene have faster
cutting. I intentionally emphasized the beating in the fighting scene between
Chen Chi and Wang Lin’s brother because every movement of Wang Lin’s
brother in the fighting scene was mixed with his hatred. Meanwhile, it’s also
Chen Chi’s identification of Wang Lin’s brother’s. I want the audience to sense
the deep love from Chen Chi toward Wang Lin and the hatred from her brother
to get more sympathy from the audience for both of the characters after a long
shot.
In the screening, the sound was low because the theater that screened my
film could not adapt the 5.1 Dolby sound, and I did not have time to produce a
new version with stereo conversion. My sound editor told me before that if I
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adapted the 5.1 sound channels to a stereo channel, then the sound would
definitely be lower, because the audience can only hear from these two channels.
I have a stereo version of the sound track just for online streaming or film
festival first round selection use, because they are not as particular about sound.
I will also adjust the subtitles to use larger characters as audiences requested,
which will make the story easier to follow.
Hardship and Lessons
The Setbacks in the Script-writing Process
I almost gave on up my script idea, because I always came to a dead end
when I wrote, to the point that Chen Chi would have had to have a reason to let
himself go and forgive himself from Wang Yixin’s case. However, I hesitated to
give up the idea of the story because of that. I did not want to change to an easier
way to set up the plot of the story because I felt really unsatisfied with a dull
story without any pulse and meaning. Worse, it would just be a puppet story
only to entertain the audience.
Thanks to different kinds of readings and talks with my friends, I thought
about and learned a lot concerning forgiveness and tolerance. I got the idea that
Chen Chi gets over his past for the sake of love. Love is the solution to his guilt
and regret.
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Wang Lin gives up revenge and even leaves her apartment, which indicates
that she is leaving her past of hatred because of love. The brother does not give
Chen Chi the fatal punch because he loves his sister and he finds out that his
hatred hurts his only family—his sister. Thus, the solution to get Chen Chi out of
his guilt is love.
In the script, I put in a lot of indications of love and forgiveness. Wang Lin
wearing Chen Chi’s engagement ring indicates her forgiveness and love for Chen
Chi. Chen Chi expresses his love directly when fighting with Wang Lin’s brother
and, as a result, learns the whole truth.
In the script, before Chen Chi truly gets over his past, I am trying to set up
some details of Chen Chi trying to escape from real life, because moral people
will be prone to escaping when they are deeply suffering in past pains, and do
not know how to overcome a loss. Wang Lin knows that she loves Chen Chi, but
she cannot ignore her brother’s hatred towards him, so she decides to leave and
sacrifice her feeling towards Chen Chi. Chen Chi cannot face his past guilt, so he
quits his police job and decides to run a teahouse. In the story, Chen Chi is the
first person who realizes what is most important in life. It is his love for Wang
Lin that gets him out of the guilt-ridden world. The brother is the second
character who deals with and conquers his hatred when he decides to talk with
Chen Chi. The fight in the film may be very violent, but the brother finally holds
off the final punch when he knows that his sister and Chen Chi are in love. The
most important thing is that he loves his sister and wants her to be with her true
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love. Wang Lin’s waking up indicates that she has overcome, just as the other
main characters have done.
In the scene where the brother says his sister can’t forgive Chen Chi, Chen
Chi will just go back to hospital and see Wang Lin wearing his engagement ring.
In this scene, I would like to show that Wang Lin loves Chen Chi, so Wang Lin will
want to give up on revenge, and under the pressure of her struggle with her
hatred and love towards Chen Chi, she decides to leave her apartment. I
suddenly knew that Chen Chi had to say something before he comes to the
hospital so that we can see his love towards Wang Lin after the fight with her
brother, and that he knows the entire truth behind the hit-and-run.
On the other hand, I am considering how to let the brother forgive Chen Chi
and how to express his forgiveness towards Chen Chi. This is very tough,
because the brother is the only one who is still alive and wants to carry out the
revenge. I am thinking of the brother hitting Chen Chi badly, and also getting
saved from Chen Chi when they are fighting. The most important thing is that the
brother needs to know that Chen Chi was still suffering guilt and that he now
truly loves his sister.
There is a minor detail in the story that the audience may not easily notice.
Chen Chi tries to fend off the brother when they are fighting in the dead end
street, and a ladder almost fatally strikes the brother’s head. Chen Chi jumps
over and covers the brother’s head with his body to deflect the blow.
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I used to just let the brother hit Chen Chi and run away while a police siren
whined in the background. I will give the brother a moment for further thought
and show him pondering for a while before his getaway. However, this will not
express the brother’s forgiveness towards Chen Chi, but rather an opening plot
point leading to the final scene where Chen Chi must deal with it, after he knows
that Wang Lin approached him because of a revenge plan.
The Night Scene Shooting and the Sensitive Shooting Location
The shooting schedule took up two weekends. This film’s schedule was
mainly shooting from the afternoon to early morning of the next day. This led to
two tough situations. First, the production schedule: I had shooting call at 2.00
pm every day, and I planned to take ten hours, with a thirty-minute preparation
time. Due to Beijing’s regular traffic jams, all the crew members had to pack up
to two hours in advance. Thus, it equaled twelve hours of shoot pressure to
everyone. It was a profound lesson to me. Since they have to endure fatigue from
the previous night’s shoot and the next day’s traffic time, they were very tired.
Even though the third shoot day was four days later, I could still feel the fatigue
from the crew. The important thing was that I had to consider if it went into an
overnight shoot. The acrobatic fighting crew needed higher pay because their
part was more physically strenuous and needed more time to set up before the
shoot. This is an unwritten rule that I would not have known it if I had not
chosen a film needing acrobatic fighting scenes. Now, if I have another chance to
choose, I would prolong my plan to a three-week shoot and assign the Kung Fu
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stunts every other day. I would also give more consideration to the intense level
of the production.
Second, the lighting was set on the opening ground. The place for the scene of
the suspect getting captured was chosen to be near Tiannamen Square, and it
was difficult to choose a satisfactory location because I needed the policemen to
rush into the house at the front gate while the suspect runs out of the house from
the backyard or slip away from the side window, and the house has to be very
shabby and in a gloomy place. However, in Beijing, there are few houses
downtown, as they are only on the outskirts of the city. The places near
Tiannamen Square all are single-story flats. I was looking around and found a
shabby flat in a place with trash still on the ground. It was a perfect place, but the
problem was: where I could get electricity? My first thought was to use a
portable electrical generator or a generator car, so I needed to get fuel. Asking
around, I realized that I couldn’t get fuel because Beijing now forbids adding fuel
into oil drums, and the nearest place to get fuel was a six-hour round-trip. I
considered using fuel from a car with a full tank, then drawing the fuel out from
the oil tank of the car, but I finally realized that the process of fuel intake from
tank to generator was too dangerous: it would end up possibly exploding.
Thanks to my aunt, the ex-supervisor of the district, I was able to negotiate with
the owners of the houses nearby to allow me to directly use local electricity until
late into the night.
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I thought it would be okay if the owners of the houses permitted my shoot.
However, when I was shooting in the night, the district demolition and
relocation officer came and forbade us from shooting because we did not get a
permit for the demolition area. Later, police came up to us because they
suspected us of being involved in some illegal activities. Ironically, we were
actually shooting the scene in which a crew of policemen captures counterfeit
merchandise so a lot of counterfeit DVDs were spread on the ground.
Fortunately, I obtained a permit from them after talking. However, I will be very
careful in the future if I shoot outside, and I have to be very knowledgeable of
who is in charge of the area and identify and inform the local officials.
Car Accident Scene and Acrobatic Fighting Scene
I wanted a car accident scene using a long shot and wide angle. Compared
with mixing up different angles of shots, a long shot without any inter-shot
seems more realistic: it looks like a real car accident happening in front of us.
I was trying to adapt a green screen to the car accident scene, but I didn’t
have the 3D green screen specialist working the scene at that time. After
discussing it with the acrobatic crew, I decided to let the acrobatic crew and the
drifting crew to work together for the scene: the car would drift. The Kung Fu
stunt performers played the role of Chen Chi and Wang Lin. Wang Lin was stuck
by the car’s rear, so the other Kung Fu stunt performers had to drag the Wang
Lin’s stunt performer away to the protection cushion on the ground. However,
when I tried to complete this process of movement, I found that the drifting team
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and Kung Fu stunt team did not have the confidence to complete this. We tried
many times from different camera angles to cover the awkward movement of the
Kung Fu stunt: They can’t match the timing of the car hit and always move too
early because they are still scared of the car actually running them over. On that
day, we took five hours altogether for the scene. I could not risk the crew’s lives,
so after their efforts, I gave it up and decided to put this whole scene into the
final make-up day. I reshot with mixed-up shots, as in other films.
Conclusions
I experienced a very meaningful production of my thesis film and practiced
more skills: working with acrobatic crews and a professional sound crew,
working with a multilingual crew and dealing with the communication problems
and human resources, having more practical knowledge of Steadicam, dealing
with multi-location data-transfer editing, planning the night scene exterior, and
managing a 20-person crew and four cars in a short film. The production took
me four days, but before it, I spent a very long time writing the script, which took
me over six months to complete. I really appreciate my script adviser and my
committee’s follow-ups, suggestions, and input while writing. It was not only a
film, but also my understanding through half a year’s meditation of what is
forgiveness and tolerance. I may not have another chance to have such a long
time to think about a film’s script and read for it, which makes the experience of
making my thesis film all the more precious.
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RATIONALE
I have made a lot of films about love. This time I want to include a crime,
which is intriguing to me. Through the crime, I can explore the dark side of China
and its deteriorating morality. While the crime will drive the film, love will be the
underlying motif. Chinese people believe in sacrificing themselves for love. In my
film, the police sketch artist suffers the betrayal of his wife, but he still loves her
even in the end. The wife refuses to leave her husband and saves him because of
love. Even the murderer, with his reduced morality, is still driven by love.
The film is set in China, which is where I will film it. I will shoot it in
Chinese with English subtitles.
I will direct, which has been my main concentration at RIT. I have friends
studying stage acting and live-action acting in China, so I can use them for my
production. I will have casting help from Zhang Yunpeng, an assistant director
for the Central Academy of Drama opera troupe. I look forward to working with
Chinese actors, and comparing them to American actors.
In terms of technology, the film will be shot on High Definition (HD). Since
I am familiar with this more than with other method, I can spend more time on
directing. Also, I will emphasize the lighting and art design. In terms of
production design, I want to show a realistic but slightly glamorized China. China
has cheaper materials, such as cloth, furniture and decoration, so I can achieve
the desired look with my limited budget.
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Our family friend and neighbor, Zhang Jizhong
(http://www.imdb.com/name/nm1703783), the biggest producer in China for
series films, will advise me. I also have friends who are directors or assistant
directors for films and series, like Ji He and Ji Dan, who have advised me on
previous productions. I will also ask my friend Shen Qi for suggestions. He has
been working in scriptwriting for sitcoms and fiction for years.
I directed or produced films every summer in China. And I will be helping
a script supervisor friend, Maya Evagunstrudolph, with her film this summer. I
have confidence in the crews for those films, which include some from Beijing
Film Academy and the Beijing Mass Communications University. They will be
helping me on my thesis film.
Luo Yugang, an RIT Photography graduate, will help me with the art and
location design. I have a number of locations already lined up. For backup, I have
a family-owned 0.4 acre building on the outskirts of Beijing. I also have a family
friend, Xu Zheng, with whom I have previously worked. He runs a film studio
with a back lot and a prop house. Most of the clothing will be collected from
friends, neighbors, and students and professors at the Beijing Institute of
Fashion Technology, where my mother's friend is the president. Guan Xi, a high
school classmate studying film production at UCLA, will also help me with my
production during her Christmas break.
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I will use my computer for the rough cut, but I can ask Xplode Workshop
for help with post-production. They have a studio with computers and software.
I also have relationship with editors from CCTV.
I will use my friend Lu, a graduate in sound engineering, for sound
recording and editing. She has a studio and software, including ProTools. I talked
with Dave Sluberski about mixing at RIT.
I studied at the Central Conservatory of Music so I will look there for a
composer. I have a friend, who studied composing in Germany that will
supervise the music for me.
For research about the police, I can consult my uncle who works for the
government, my father’s friend who works as lawyer, and one of my friends who
is a police officer.
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TREATMENT
When they leave the restaurant to the parking lot, LING is upset because her
Versace shoe broke. CHEN, her husband, and also a police sketch artist, laughs at
Ling, teasing her about having only knock-offs instead of the real thing. Ling says
she was hoping they were real. Chen assumes Ling bought them herself and, with
their income, that they would naturally be counterfeits. Later, Chen makes her
wait there and goes for the car. She sees a car coming. Ling runs to Chen to push
him away. The car runs Ling over and speeds away. Chen studies the car for an
instant, and sees there is a broken tail pipe. Chen comes back to Ling’s bleeding
body, and calls the police and an ambulance. Ling clutches Chen’s hand for a
while and loses consciousness. The ambulance arrives, but Ling has already died.
In the police station, he sketches the car in his notebook while the police process
the case. Chen remembers all but one of the license numbers. A policeman asks
Chen to go home first, stating that they will call him when they match the partial
number to the make and model. Chen uses his relationship with the police to
convince them to let him come along for the arrest.
Back at home, Chen looks around his room with his wife’s belongings and
remembers their past. He starts to draw Ling’s eyes and remembers the first
time they met and he saw Ling’s beautiful eyes. Later, he gets Ling’s purse and
sits on the bed. He takes the iPhone from Ling’s purse and looks through it,
where he finds the music that Ling was always humming, and turns it up. With
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the music, he continues to looks through Ling’s pictures and contacts and
applications.
Waking up: the next day, the policeman he knew for a while, BIN, picks him up to
arrest the suspect. Bin asks Chen to wait in the car. Break the door, go into the
house. The policemen see a bunch of counterfeit swatches and boxes. Chen sees
the suspect fleeing out the back door. Chen sees this and yells towards the house.
Chen gives chase while a policeman comes and catches the suspect. Cut to the
policeman and Chen back at the house opening the garage. The policemen come
to front and see there is no damage on the car. Meanwhile, Chen has already
expanded the sketch he drew for the car that hit Ling that night, and sees the
tailpipe doesn’t break and states it was not the car he saw. The policemen finally
arrest the suspect because of the counterfeit swatches. Bin tells Chen that they
cannot do anything with the fake license plate, because it takes time to track it
down and even if they had time, the car’s owner has already fixed the damage of
the car. After all, the local police station does not have enough manpower. Bin
apologizes to Chen but it’s time to hold a funeral for Ling, even though the case
cannot be solved.
On his way back home, he starts to look for a Toyota 2010 Crown H2394 in the
neighborhood, even though he says to himself that he must be insane. He doesn’t
find anything.
In the funeral parlor: overflowing with friends and relatives -- they give Chen
condolences and leave.
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Back home, Chen feels restless and continues his sketch of Ling. He stops, turns
up the music that Ling loves in the iPhone and continues to look through Ling’s
photos in it. He recognizes friends in the picture now, because he has already
seen most of them in the funeral. Suddenly he finds one picture with Ling in
front of a white car facing away from the camera in the background. The car is
familiar, similar to the one that hit Ling. He enlarges it. He sees there is a tower
in the distance.
He drives to the tower, and compares the angle of picture, and locates the place
where Ling took that picture. Because of traffic, he has to park his car on the side
street. Suddenly he sees a white Toyota drive by in the opposite direction and
park on the side street. He recognizes Joe, who joined Ling’s funeral with other
friends of Ling. He runs to the car, finds the broken pipe, and runs to Joe.
After walking by the security guard post, Chen grabs Joe and interrogates him.
After a fierce argument, Joe tells him the truth. It goes back to the night before
Chen and Ling dated. Joe begged Ling to leave her husband so that he could
continue to buy many designer knock-off jewelry and clothing and the like as
usual, otherwise, maybe he might be forced to destroy Chen, but Ling refused
and broke up with him. Joe decided to kill Chen and found the restaurant that
Chen and Ling dated, but eventually Ling saved Chen by giving up her own life.
Joe announces that he still loves Ling. Chen pushes Joe to the ground and beats
him to death. He stops and calls a policeman. He backs up to the car, and sees a
crew of policeman come after him.
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Several days later, Chen is packing up and disposes of all his possessions related
with Ling. However, while Chen is walking out of the house, we see a sketch
hanging on the wall – it is a completed sketch of Ling that he has been drawing
every day since the car crash.
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